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Abstract

We study how to use unsupervised learning for efficient exploration in reinforce-
ment learning with rich observations generated from a small number of latent
states. We present a novel algorithmic framework built upon two components: an
unsupervised learning algorithm and a no-regret reinforcement learning algorithm.
We show that our algorithm provably finds a near-optimal policy with sample
complexity polynomial in the number of latent states, which is significantly smaller
than the number of possible observations. Our results give theoretical justification
to the prevailing paradigm of using unsupervised learning for efficient exploration.

1 Introduction

Modern reinforcement learning (RL) often needs to deal with a huge observation space, such as
images and texts. Function approximation scheme is often used, so that generalization to unseen
observations is possible. However, the use of function approximation alone does not address another
issue, the exploration problem. To obtain a near-optimal policy, the agent needs to sufficiently explore
the environment and identify all the opportunities for high rewards. How to efficiently explore for RL
with a huge observation space is a central challenge.

To tackle this problem, multiple empirically successful strategies are developed. Specifically, in
some works, the authors use state abstraction to reduce the problem size, i.e., construct a mapping
from observations to a small number of hidden states. Then by operating exploration on top of the
low-dimensional state space rather than the original observation space, the problem becomes solvable.

To construct such a state abstraction mapping, practitioners often use unsupervised learning. This
kind of RL approach has the following steps: collect a batch of data, apply unsupervised learning to
build a mapping, use the mapping to guide exploration and collect more data, and repeat. Empirically,
unsupervised learning for state abstraction mapping is useful in solving hard exploration problems
(e.g., the infamous Montezuma’s Revenge). However, theoretically, this approach has not been
justified. In this paper, we aim to answer this question:

Is exploration by unsupervised learning generally provably efficient?
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The generality includes the choice of unsupervised learning algorithms, reinforcement learning
algorithms, and the condition of the problem structure.

Next, we review some existing theoretical results on provably efficient exploration. If we use a
tabular implementation and no abstraction, i.e., the tabular setting where one directly works on
the observation space, then some algorithms explore with sample complexities polynomial in the
cardinality of the observation space. Therefore, they are not applicable to large-scale problems. Such
a dependency is unavoidable without additional structural assumptions. If structural conditions are
considered, for example, observations are generated from a small number of latent states, then the
sample complexity only scales polynomially with the number of hidden states instead of the number
of observations. However, the correctness of these algorithms often require strict assumptions that
may not be satisfied in many practical applications (e.g., deterministic transitions, reachability).

In this paper, we develop a novel framework for RL problems with a huge observation space for
which unsupervised learning is used to build a state abstraction mapping. Our framework takes
an unsupervised learning method and a tabular RL algorithm as sub-routines and outputs a policy.
Theoretically, we prove that as long as the input unsupervised learning and tabular RL algorithm enjoy
polynomial sample complexity guarantees, finding a near-optimal policy also has sample complexity
polynomial in the number of latent states. We summarize our contributions below.

• We propose a new algorithmic framework for the Block Markov Decision Process (BMDP) model.
We use an unsupervised learning oracle and a tabular RL algorithm as inputs and combine them in
an organic way to find a near-optimal policy on BMDP.

• For our framework, we define a general notion, unsupervised learning oracle, which is an ab-
straction of methods used in many standard statistical generative models. We provide concrete
examples of this oracle and analyze its statistical properties.

• Theoretically, we prove our framework is a general reduction scheme that turns a polynomial
sample complexity unsupervised learning oracle and a no-regret tabular RL algorithm into a
provably efficient algorithm that finds a near-optimal policy with polynomial number of samples
for problems with huge observation spaces but much smaller latent state spaces. To our knowledge,
this is the first provably efficient method for RL problems with huge observation spaces that uses
unsupervised learning for exploration. Our result does not require additional assumptions on
transition dynamics.

Our Technique We give a brief explanation of our framework. For an RL problem with fully
observable states (but unknown transition and rewards), there are many efficient no-regret online
algorithms that learn to control the system efficiently. However, if applied directly to our setting,
where only observations (instead of the true states) are observable, no algorithm works unless they
take number of samples proportional to the total number of distinct observations. Unfortunately, in
most cases, number of observations can be much larger than the number of true states or even infinite.
In order to apply the well balanced exploitation-exploration structure in these no-regret algorithms,
we propose an algorithm that learns the correct decoding functions while collecting good rewards at
the same time.

The high level idea is as follows: given a rich observation MDPM, we form an auxiliary MDP
M′ whose state space corresponds to the latent state space ofM. We run a no-regret algorithm
A on M′, then for each episode, A proposes a policy π for M′. With π and the help of some
arbitrary decoding functions i.e., the state abstraction mappings, we run onM and collect observation
trajectories. Note that even if the decoding functions are not correct, they can still help us collect
observation samples. After collecting sufficient observations, we apply an unsupervised learning
oracle to learn new decoding functions and then repeat running π with the updated functions. The
above process of running π and learning decoding functions converge after every state (along the path
of π) gets observed enough many times, which requires a number of iterations proportional to the
size of the latent state space. After convergence, we collect a trajectory using π and the latest learnt
decoding functions and feed the trajectory to A for a new policy. This process simulates the running
of A on the auxiliary MDP,M′. Since any no-regret algorithm halts in polynomial (in the size of the
true state-space) number of episodes, our algorithms uses polynomial number of samples as well.
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